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Abstract

We present average stochastic time-dependent Hartree-Fock (ASTDHF) as
a theory for efficient handling of incoherent dynamical correlations in finite
fermion systems at fully quantum-mechanical level. The basic time evolu-
tion is given by time-dependent mean-field theory. The two-body collisions
beyond mean-field propagation are evaluated stochastically in an incoher-
ent ensemble of mean-field states as was done in the previously developed
STDHF. The new, and time saving, feature in ASTDHF is that it employs
one common mean field throughout the whole ensemble. A detailed pre-
sentation of ASTDHF is given and extensive comparison with STDHF and
other approaches to dissipation are discussed. ASTDHF is found to be a
very efficient approach for well bound systems where mean-field fluctuations
remain small.
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1. Introduction

The topic of this paper is the theoretical description of dynamical corre-
lations associated with dissipation in finite fermion systems in the dynamical
regime of moderate excitation. The natural starting point for simulation
of dynamical evolution are time-dependent mean-field models using effec-
tive energy-density functionals which are widely used in various areas, called
Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) in nuclear physics [1, 2, 3] or Time-
Dependent Local-Density Approximation (TDLDA) in electronic systems
[4, 5]. These methods are well suited up to moderate system sizes and low
excitation energies [6, 7, 8]. Such approaches do not include dissipative fea-
tures which come into play at higher excitation and/or long simulation times.
But dissipative effects can become important. They were observed, e.g., in
excitation of clusters and molecules by intense laser fields [9, 10, 11, 12, 13],
in the ballistic electron transport in nano-systems [14], but also in trapped
Fermi gases in terms of thermalization pattern [15].

The theoretical description of dissipative features in many-body systems
is a long standing question, even a field of research on its own, namely non-
equilibrium statistical physics [16]. Well established strategies exist for bulk
fermion systems [17, 18]. The case of finite fermion systems is much more de-
manding. Correspondingly, there do not yet exist fully convincing approaches
treating dissipative features in finite fermion systems, especially when quan-
tum features remain noticeable. There exists a couple of manageable schemes
for simulating dynamical correlations which rely on semi-classical methods.
They have been developed over the years and applied to various systems close
to fermion liquids such as nuclei [19, 20, 21] and the electron cloud of metal
clusters [22, 23]. However, such approaches are bound to sufficiently high
excitation energies for which quantum shell effects become unimportant. At
even higher energies, classical molecular dynamics [9] or rate equations [24]
become applicable.

The truly challenging regime comes with lower excitation energies where
quantum shell effects cannot be ignored. Meanwhile, there exist a few
quantum mechanical approaches: dynamical correlations still semi-classically
but on top of quantum mean field [25], the Time-Dependent Density Ma-
trix approach [26, 27, 28], Multi Configurational Time-Dependent Hartree-
Fock (MC-TDHF) [29], the time-dependent configuration-interaction method
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[30], and tests of the full many-body Schrödinger equation descriptions in
schematic model systems [31]. All of these near exact methods are consider-
ably expensive and not suited for large scale applications in realistic systems.
More approximate, but manageable schemes have come up more recently. For
example, dissipation has been effectively included in a relaxation time ap-
proximation [32, 33]. It employs relaxation rates optimized in bulk systems
[23] and is applicable to systems with only moderate density variations (metal
clusters, nuclei). In case of strong perturbation, the most versatile approach
is Stochastic TDHF (STDHF) which describes a correlated many-body state
as an incoherent ensemble of mean-field states (Slater states) [34, 21, 35].
The ensemble description gives access not only to dissipation but also to
the fluctuations intimately related to dissipation [16]. The first practical
implementations of STDHF came up only recently [36, 37] and proved that
STDHF provides a reliable description of dissipation and fluctuations.

However, STDHF becomes increasingly expensive at lower excitation en-
ergies because the then lower collision rates require huge stochastic ensembles
to attain statistically reliable predictions. On the other hand, this energy do-
main corresponds to a regime where mean field fluctuations remain small and
can thus be safely ignored. This allows to reduce the ensemble of STDHF
mean-fields hamiltonians to one average hamiltonian which reduces enor-
mously the expense of propagation. This approximation is coined Average
Stochastic TDHF (ASTDHF) and its first realization was presented briefly
in [38]. The aim of the present paper is to provide a more detailed and
comprehensive description of ASTDHF together with extensive comparisons
between STDHF and ASTDHF, using again the 1D schematic model of a
cluster/molecule along the line presented in [36, 37, 38]. We will see that
ASTDHF has a strong connection to the old proposal of Extended TDHF
(ETDHF) where the dynamical correlations are simply accounted for via
a rate equation for occupation numbers added to mean-field propagation
[39, 40]. Thus we will also compare ASTDHF with ETDHF and show that
ASTDHF has a broader range of applicability.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes formal aspects and
provides a detailed description of the ASTDHF approach to dynamical cor-
relations. The reference theory is here STDHF which is briefly summarized.
Section 2.6 provides technical details related to the numerical realization of
ASTDHF. In section 3, we discuss ASTDHF in terms of a couple of illus-
trative examples. Comparisons between various levels of the theory are also
shown, with STDHF as reference, ASTDHF as a basic approximation and
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ETDHF as the simplest version of a quantum-mechanical theory of dissipa-
tion in finite systems.

2. The formal side of ASTDHF

2.1. The idea behind ASTDHF

The acronym ASTDHF, standing for Average Stochastic Time-Dependent
Hartree-Fock, carries information on the composition of this approach. TDHF
stands for the underlying dynamical mean-field model which is, in practice,
an effective mean-field model at the level of time-dependent density func-
tional theory which is coined TDLDA (time-dependent local-density approx-
imation) in electronic systems [41] but TDHF in nuclear context [1]. We use
here TDHF for simplicity. STDHF goes beyond mean field as it aims to un-
fold progressively through a sequence of two-particle collisions a correlated
many-body state in terms of an ensemble of Slater states. This ensemble
is very general and can cover large fluctuations of the mean field. The full
capabilities of STDHF thus require considerable computational expense and
turn out to be overkilled in situations where mean-field fluctuations remain
small. This is where ASTDHF comes into play which deals with a propaga-
tion along an average mean field which is obtained from averaging in each
step the ensemble of (slightly) different fields produced by the two-body col-
lisions generated by STDHF.

The two schemes, STDHF and ASTDHF, are sketched in Fig. 2.1. The
meaning of each scheme will become fully clear only later on, when the figure
is taken up again (see sections 2.5 and Appendix B.3). At the present stage,
we concentrate on a general impression. Time propagates from the top to the
bottom. The left side illustrates the propagation of the STDHF ensemble,
each column labeled by an index α and representing one member of this
ensemble. The broad vertical lines stand for propagation of a mean-field
state over a time interval τ . At each mutiple of τ , say tj (see horizontal
dashed line), the two-body correlations which have been accumulated during
the propagation interval are sampled into a sub-ensemble of mean-field states
(fascicles emerging out of broad line). One of these mean field states is picked
stochastically (at next horizontal dashed line symbolizing the end of the time
step tj at which correlations are evaluated) and propagation continues from
there on using this specific mean field (full line fascicle). This is done for
a sufficiently large ensemble of N members in parallel. It is evident that
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the time propagation of STDHF (left part) and ASTDHF
(right part). See text for more detailed explanations.

independent evolutions along different branches of the fascicles can thus build
up in the course of time leading to potentially to large fluctuations.

The right part of Fig. 2.1 illustrates in the same manner propagation ac-
cording to ASTDHF. Initialization by a mean-field state, subsequent propa-
gation for a certain time interval τ , mapping correlations into a sub-ensemble
of mean-field states are similar to STDHF (although sampling covers here
two steps, to be explained later). The difference is that then all members
of the sub-ensemble together are used to compose a common one-body state
and according mean field. This one-body state is not a Slater state any
more, but a mixed state where single-particle wave functions are occupied
with probabilities between zero and one.

The above explanation views ASTDHF as an efficient approximation to
dynamical correlations in the regime of small amplitude fluctuations. An im-
portant, complementing aspect is that ASTDHF constitutes an approximate
solution of the quantum Boltzmann equation (QBE) :

i~∂tρ̂−
[
ĥ, ρ̂
]

= K̂ . (1)
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The left-hand-side represents TDHF propagation of the one-body density
operator ρ̂(t) under the mean field Hamiltonian ĥ, while K̂ at the right-
hand-side stands for the collision term, for details see Appendix C. A direct
solution of the QBE is hardly possible due to prohibitively large summations.
This led formerly to extended TDHF (ETDHF) as a dramatic approximation
in which all ingredients in K̂ were reduced to diagonal elements of ρ̂ only, see
section 2.7. ETDHF has its range of validity in close vicinity to equilibrium.
By virtue of exploiting the elaborate collision strategy (called jumps later on)
of STDHF, ASTDHF is able to account for a large part of the off-diagonal
terms in the collision operator K̂ and is thus a much better approximation
to QBE.

After all, we dispose of a hierarchy of schemes for handling dynamical
correlations. At the lowest level stays ETDHF as a diagonal approximation
to QBE. Above that comes the QBE which is approximately solved by AST-
DHF. At this level, we describe dissipation (relaxation) caused by dynamical
correlations but ignore largely the fluctuations which come along with dis-
sipation. Typical applications are dynamical processes where a system is
stirred up by an external field, but stays basically intact (e.g. molecule un-
der moderate laser pulses, thermalization of an excited nucleus in the regime
of giant resonances). Finally, STDHF is designed to account for (large) fluc-
tuations as well. The corollary at the side of the QBE is the quantum version
of the Boltzmann-Langevin equation [21], where a stochastic term δK̂ com-
plements the QBE. Such theories are capable to deal with reactions covering
very different exit channels (e.g. electron transfer in molecules, nuclear frag-
mentation). All theories mentioned so far describe dynamical correlations in
Markovian approximation (no memory). This requires that collision times
are significantly shorter than time scales for mean-field changes. One must
keep in mind that this is not always granted in which case one has to watch
out for ways to treat memory effects. But this goes far beyond the scope of
this paper.

2.2. Mean field states and propagation

In the following, we will deal with a great variety of many-body states.
Basis of the description are single-particle (s.p.) states ϕ which we can use
in different representations, in coordinate space as ϕ(r) or in configuration
space as |ϕ〉. Practically, we deal with a finite set

{ϕν , ν = 1, . . . ,Ω} (2)
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where the available size Ω of s.p. space is much larger than the actual electron
number N to create sufficient supply of mean-field configurations for covering
the needed many-body correlations.

A mean-field state, also called Slater state, is a determinant of N occupied
s.p. states out of the Ω available s.p. states. We can characterize it by the
occupation numbers nν of each s.p. state ϕν , summarized in an occupation
vector n as

n = (n1, . . . , nΩ) , nν ∈ {0, 1} ,

Ω∑

ν=1

nν = N . (3a)

This corresponds to a Slater state

|Φn〉 =
Ω∏

ν=1

(â†ν)
nν |vac〉 (3b)

where the â†ν are Fermion creating operators. This reads in coordinate space
representation

Φn(r1, ..., rN) = A{
N∏

k=1

ϕhk(rk)} , (3c)

(h1, . . . , hN) ↔ nhk = 1 , (3d)

where A stands for anti-symmetrization, and the hk are the indexes of the
occupied (hole) states out of the available states. The complementing unoc-
cupied (particle) states are labeled by pk with 1 ≤ k ≤ Ω−N and npk = 0.
These index sequences are constructed from the occupation vector n. In other
words, the Slater state can be equivalently dealt with through the mean-field
state |Φn〉 or the occupation vector n.

The many-body density operator for this mean field state |Φn〉 is

Dn = |Φn〉〈Φn| . (4)

This is by construction a pure state. The computation of the mean-field and
all one-body observables relies on the one-body density which is thus another
central object in (A)STDHF. The one-body density operator derived from
the many-body state Dn is simply

ρ̂ =
Ω∑

ν=1

|ϕν〉nν〈ϕν | =
N∑

k=1

|ϕhk〉〈ϕhk | , (5a)
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or in coordinate-space representation:

ρ(r, r′) =
Ω∑

ν=1

ϕν(r)nν ϕ
∗
ν(r
′) =

N∑

k=1

ϕhk(r)ϕ
∗
hk

(r′) . (5b)

The local density which determines the local mean field and other local ob-
servables is deduced from the one-body density matrix as %(r) = ρ(r, r).

A key operation in (A)STDHF are jumps n −→ m between mean-field
states within a given mean-field basis. As these jumps are driven by the resid-
ual two-body interaction, they consist only in two-particle-two-hole (2ph)
transitions

n −→m ∈ J2ph(n) , J2ph(n) =

{
m

/
Ω∑

ν=1

|nν −mν | = 4

}
(6)

where the symbol J2ph(n) summarizes the space of 2ph transitions about
n. To give an example, we show here a couple of transitions for Ω = 10,
highlighted by numbers in a larger font:

J0(n) m ∈ J1ph(n) m ∈ J2ph(n) m ∈ J3ph(n)

n (1111001100) (1111001100) (1111001100) (1111001100)
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

m (1111001100) (1111000110) (1110100101) (0001101111)

The 1ph space J1ph plays no role because it is incorporated in the TDHF
propagation. The J3ph cannot be reached by one step with a two-body inter-
action. What remains are the 2ph space, J2ph, and the non-jump space, J0.
These together form the active space J = J0∪J2ph for the stochastic jumps
in ASTDHF. In terms of Slater states, the transitions n −→m actually mean

|Φn〉 −→ |Φm〉 , Dn −→ Dm , (7)

where both notations describe, of course, the same action.
In the mere mean-field propagation, the time-evolution of the s.p. states is

given by the TDHF, or TDLDA, equation i∂tϕ = ĥϕ where ĥ is the mean field
Hamiltonian, depending on the actual density %. In formal compact manner,
the propagation can be expressed through the time-evolution operator U as

ϕν(t) = U(t, t′)ϕν(t
′) (8a)

U(t2, t1) = T exp

[
− i

~

∫ t2

t1

dt ĥ(t)

]
(8b)

where T is the time ordering operator.
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2.3. Brief review of STDHF

This section gives a brief summary of STDHF, for details see Appendix
B or [36, 37]. STDHF describes a correlated N -body state as an incoherent
superposition

D(t) =
1

N
N∑

α=1

D(α)(t) (9)

where the D(α) = |Φ(α)〉〈Φ(α)| are pure Slater states and N stands for the
size of the ensemble. The correlated state D is distinguished by calligraphic
notation. It is important to note that each D(α) in the ensemble is allowed
to generate its own mean-field ĥ(α), hence the upper script α. The STDHF
ensemble is thus capable of covering situation with large fluctuations of the
mean field as it occurs, e.g., in electron transfer or fragmentation processes.

The advantage of the incoherent superposition is that each entry D(α)(t)
can be propagated independently (parallel ensemble strategy). While mean
field dynamics is followed on a fine time grid δt, dissipative dynamics, repre-
sented by STDHF steps, is considered only on a coarse time grid characterized
by a time step τ (τ � δt) chosen long enough to allow correlations to build
up in an incoherent manner, still not too long to justify a dominant mean
field propagation [34]. STDHF jumps thus occur at sampling times tj = jτ
and we consider in detail one coarse step from tj−1 −→ tj = tj−1 + τ :

1. We start from Slater stateD(α)(tj−1) ≡ D
(α)
n0 (tj−1) and extend for the moment

the notation to protocol the initial configuration n0. Mind that n0 does
depend on α. We however omit this upper script for the sake of clarity.
We allow correlations to develop for a while at the level of time-dependent
perturbation theory. This yields at time tj a coherently correlated state

D(α)(tj) =
∑

nn′ |Φ(α)
n (tj)〉c(α)

n (tj)c
(α)∗
n′ (tj)〈Φ(α)

n′ (tj)| where n,n′ run over the

various configurations in the mean field basis of ĥ(α).

2. The key step is to reduce the still coherent D(α)(tj) to an incoherent sum

D(α)(tj) ≈
∑

n |Φ
(α)
n (tj)〉

∣∣∣c(α)
n (tj)

∣∣∣
2

〈Φ(α)
n (tj)| =

∑
n P

(α)
n0→nD

(α)
n (tj). The occu-

pation probability P
(α)
n0→n =

∣∣∣c(α)
n (tj)

∣∣∣
2

amounts eventually to Fermi’s golden

rule for transition n0 → n. As explained in Sec. 2.2, these transitions cover
only 0ph and 2ph states. These are, furthermore, restricted to 2ph states of
the same energy as the initial 0ph state, see Eq. (B.4).
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3. To avoid uncontrollable expansion of the ensemble, we randomly choose one
new D(α)(t) out of the many given D

(α)
n (t) according to probability P

(α)
n0→n.

4. Finally, we collect all D(α)(t) to the new correlated ensembleD(t), see Eq. (9),
and are ready for the next step.

This STDHF scheme has been applied successfully and is found to describe
well the dynamics of energetic processes [36, 37].

2.4. ASTDHF: use of a common mean-field

STDHF becomes inefficient for low and moderate excitation. Phase space
for jumps as well as jump probabilities shrink and one needs ever larger
ensembles to collect a sufficient amount of relevant events. On the other
hand, these are just the situations where the fluctuations of the mean field
are small. This allows us to replace the many different mean fields ĥ(α) by
one common mean field Hamiltonian ĥaver = ĥ[%] which is a functional of the
(average) density % of the full ensemble. In the following, we drop the index
“aver” and use simply ĥ. In accordance with using the average mean-field,
we call the modified scheme Averaged STHDF (ASTDHF). The mean field
Hamiltonian ĥ generates one common basis (2) of s.p. states for all Slater
states Dn in the ensemble. This reduces dramatically the numerical expense
at the side of mean-field propagation because only one set of s.p. states
has to be handled. The handling of the ensemble is also simplified because
everything can be evaluated on the same s.p. basis which, in turn, allows
us to implement a much more detailed collection of statistics, a necessary
feature in the regime of low excitation.

As now only the configurations n vary, it will rather often happen that a
jump Dn −→ Dm ends up in an already active state Dm. The jump merely
enhances its weight. Rather than handling multiple identical copies of a state
Dn, it is now possible, and more efficient, to associate to each state Dn an
occupation weight Wn. We thus consider a weighted ensemble {Dn,Wn} and
the correlated state of ASTDHF becomes

D =
ℵ∑

n=1

WnDn (10)

which is the equivalent of the STDHF state (9). The summation over n
deserves a comment. It runs, in principle, over all conceivable n. But the
overwhelming majority of them has negligible weight Wn and is irrelevant.
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Thus we work in practice with a much smaller (still large, though) selection ℵ
of states n which have sufficient weight for our purposes. This selection can
be readjusted in the course of the propagation if new configurations acquire
more weight or old ones lose importance. This is a technical detail which
will be explained in connection with the practical procedure, see sections 2.5
and Appendix A.

The common mean field can be characterized most compactly and un-
ambiguously in terms of the one-body density operator. Each pure state Dn

leads to a pure one-body density ρ̂n according to Eq. (5). The one-body
density corresponding to the ASTDHF state (10) is then accumulated as

ρ̂ =
∑

n

Wn

∑

ν

|ϕν〉nν〈ϕν | =
∑

ν

|ϕν〉
(∑

n

Wnnν

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
wν

〈ϕν |

leading to its representation in natural orbitals as:

ρ̂ =
∑

ν

|ϕν〉wν〈ϕν | , (11)

with fractional occupation numbers 0 ≤ wν ≤ 1 (at variance with the in-
teger occupation numbers nν). This actually describes the straightforward
mapping D =

∑
nWnDn ⇒ ρ̂ =

∑
ν |ϕν〉wν〈ϕν |. The reverse mapping

ρ̂⇒ D =
∑

nWnDn is more involved. It will be briefly discussed in the next
section and detailed in Appendix A.

2.5. ASTDHF: the propagation scheme

The central object in ASTDHF containing all wanted information is thus
the one-body density (11). The aim is to propagate the one-body density
ρ̂(t) which means to determine the time evolution of ϕν(t) together with their
wν(t). This is done in combination of mean-field propagation (8a) of the set
{ϕν(t)} over a coarse time interval τ and STDHF jumps at sampling times
tj = jτ which effectively determines the propagation of the wν(t). Time
stepping of the wν is thus done on a coarse time step τ as in STDHF. We
consider in detail one coarse step from tj−1 −→ tj = tj−1 + τ :

1. At time tj−1, we are given the one-body density operator ρ̂(tj−1). We propa-

gate each s.p. state according to the mean field ĥ as ϕ̃ν(tj) = U(tj, tj−1)ϕν(tj−1)
while keeping the occupation numbers fixed during mean-field propagation,
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i.e. wν(t) = wν(tj−1) for tj−1 ≤ t ≤ tj. The tilde used here serves to denote
states which have not undergo any transition yet.

As a result, we have at time tj the one-body density operator ρ̃(tj) and the

time-evolved pure states D̃n(tj)as:

ρ̃(tj) =
∑

ν

|ϕ̃ν(tj)〉wν(tj−1)〈ϕ̃ν(tj)| ,

D̃n(tj) = U(tj, tj−1)Dn(tj−1)U(tj−1, tj) .

2. In preparation for evaluating the STDHF jumps, we map the one-body den-
sity operator back to an equivalent ensemble of Slater states, i.e. we search
by a minimization procedure the selection of relevant occupation vectors n
and their corresponding weight W̃n from the knowledge of the wν :

ρ̃(tj) =⇒ D̃ =
ℵ∑

n=1

W̃n(tj)D̃n(tj) . (12)

In this reverse mapping, that we will call in the following “Slater ensemble
mapping”, we insist here upon the fact that we search for occupation vectors
n only. This implicitly means that we work on the unique single particle
basis generated by the ϕν when constructing the set of Dn. Note that the
weights W̃n(tj) do not correspond yet to the final weights in the ASTDHF
ensemble {Dn,Wn} at time tj.

A key issue in the Slater ensemble mapping is to preserve energy, namely to
generate Slater states, each of them with an energy matching the energy of
the system, within some uncertainty. This subtle aspect and the associated
involved procedure (12) is outlined in Appendix A. A crucial part is here
to pre-select states with nearly appropriate energy in order to confine the
sample entering the tedious computation of jump rates (step 3 below).

3. The actual evaluation of jumps is the most elaborate step in ASTDHF. Here
we have to deviate for a while from the concept of a common mean field
because the involved Dn have each their own mean field ĥ(n) associated to
their specific occupation vector n. Each active Dn(tj−1) is considered as
a separate source of correlations unfolding on the way from tj−1 to tj and
reduced to jumps at tj. The detailed reasoning is given in connection with
STDHF in Appendix B.2. We repeat here the essential sub-steps exemplified
for one specific D̃n(tj).
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(a) We then evaluate the particular mean field ĥ(n) specific to D̃n(tj). This is
needed for proper treatment of time-dependent perturbation theory about
D̃n(tj). We then determine a new, intermediate s.p. basis {ϕ′ν (n)}ν=1...Ω. It
is obtained from the actual common set {ϕ̃ν(tj)} by diagonalizing the actual

mean field ĥ(n) (we drop the upper index n for simplicity):

ϕ′hk(tj) =
N∑

k′=1

uhkhk′ ϕ̃hk′ (tj) , ϕ′pl(tj) =
Ω−N∑

l′=1

uplpl′ ϕ̃pl′ (tj) , (13)

where hk stands for occupied states and pk for unoccupied ones. The u
matrix above composes unitary matrices which diagonalize the mean-field
hamiltonian in occupied and unoccupied subspaces of vector n. This oper-
ation minimizes the energy uncertainty of the s.p. states and so prepares
ground for applying Fermi’s golden rule in the next sub-step.

(b) Correlations unfold D̃n(tj) to a superposition over all configurations m in the

mean field ĥ(n) which we denote as D
(n)
m (mind that D

(n)
n = D̃n and that the

D
(n)
m are evaluated at time tj). With the standard steps of time-dependent

perturbation theory, we derive a Fermi’s golden rule [42, 34] for the jump
probabilities:

Pn→m =
2πτ

~

∣∣∣〈Φ(n)
m |V̂res|Φn〉

∣∣∣
2

δ
(
E(n)

m − En

)
Θ (m ∈ J2ph(n)) (14a)

Pn→n = 1−
∑

m∈J2ph(n)

Pn→m (14b)

We remind that τ = tj − tj−1. V̂res stands for the residual interaction. The
Θ function limits the jumps to 2ph configurations with respect to n and the
δ function further select jumps at constant energy. In practice, this δ has a
finite width Γ to allow an energy matching for a discrete density of states as
we have in a finite system.

This produces from D̃n(tj) the incoherently correlated state:

Dn(tj) =
∑

m

Pn→m(tj)D
(n)
m . (15)

4. Having evaluated in the previous step the correlations in Dn(tj) for each n
separately, we now collect to the result for the whole system. This reads
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for the N -body state D(tj) =
∑

nWn(tj−1)Dn(tj). The practical collec-
tion is actually done at the level of the one-body density operator. To this
end, for each n, we evaluate ρ̂n(tj), corresponding to Dn(tj), as ρ̂n(tj) =∑

m

∑
ν |ϕ′ν〉mνPn→m〈ϕ′ν | (we have dropped the tj dependence in the r.h.s.

for the sake of compactness). We use again the common basis set {ϕ̃ν(tj)}
to express the matrix elements of ρ̂n(tj):

ρ̂n(tj) =
∑

µµ′

|ϕ̃µ〉(ρn)µµ′〈ϕ̃µ′ | , (16)

(ρn)µµ′ =
∑

m

∑

ν

〈ϕ̃µ|ϕ′ν〉mνPn→m〈ϕ′ν |ϕ̃µ′〉 . (17)

This allows the superposition of the various one-body density operators stem-
ming from each n to compose the one-body density operator of the whole
system as:

ρ̂(tj) =
∑

n

Wn(tj−1)ρ̂n(tj) =
∑

µµ′

|ϕ̃µ〉
∑

n

Wn(tj−1)(ρn)µµ′〈ϕ̃µ′| . (18)

5. Finally, we diagonalize the new one-body density operator (18), thus restor-
ing the natural orbital representation:

ρ̂(tj) =
∑

ν

∣∣ϕν(tj)〉wν(tj) 〈ϕν(tj)
∣∣ . (19)

This completes one full ASTDHF step delivering eventually a new common
mean-field basis set {ϕν(tj)} with new occupation numbers wν(tj).

Figure 2 illustrates the above outlined propagation scheme. Note that all
procedures from tj to t+j take place at one instant of time. They are expanded
graphically for a better visualization.

2.6. Efficient implementation of ASTDHF: stepping parameters and energy
considerations

Similar as in STDHF, the ASTDHF procedure implies three parameters:
(i) the size of the coarse time step τ , (ii) the width Γ of the energy-matching
δ function in Eq. (14a), and (iii) the selection of the active phase space ℵ.
The time step τ has to be large enough to allow the reduction to Fermi’s
golden rule, but still small enough to track global changes of the mean field.
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{e'⌫(tj), w⌫(tj�1)}⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="v0ka51P4NL5wYv9dwpGPpDVrB7Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v0ka51P4NL5wYv9dwpGPpDVrB7Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v0ka51P4NL5wYv9dwpGPpDVrB7Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v0ka51P4NL5wYv9dwpGPpDVrB7Y=">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</latexit>

⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="rx/s5aCvXUP35GpplwAkBrTmD4o=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NJlmyu3fszgnhyF+wsVDE1j9k579xL7lCEx8MPN6bYWZelEhh0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2zg1jLdYLGPTiajlUmjeQoGSdxLDqYokf4wmt7n/+MSNFbF+wGnCQ0VHWgwFo5hLPaRpv1rz6/4cZJUEBalBgWa/+tUbxCxVXCOT1Npu4CcYZtSgYJLPKr3U8oSyCR3xrqOaKm7DbH7rjJw5ZUCGsXGlkczV3xMZVdZOVeQ6FcWxXfZy8T+vm+LwOsyETlLkmi0WDVNJMCb542QgDGcop45QZoS7lbAxNZShi6fiQgiWX14l7Yt64NeD+8ta46aIowwncArnEMAVNOAOmtACBmN4hld485T34r17H4vWklfMHMMfeJ8/IS2OSA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rx/s5aCvXUP35GpplwAkBrTmD4o=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NJlmyu3fszgnhyF+wsVDE1j9k579xL7lCEx8MPN6bYWZelEhh0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2zg1jLdYLGPTiajlUmjeQoGSdxLDqYokf4wmt7n/+MSNFbF+wGnCQ0VHWgwFo5hLPaRpv1rz6/4cZJUEBalBgWa/+tUbxCxVXCOT1Npu4CcYZtSgYJLPKr3U8oSyCR3xrqOaKm7DbH7rjJw5ZUCGsXGlkczV3xMZVdZOVeQ6FcWxXfZy8T+vm+LwOsyETlLkmi0WDVNJMCb542QgDGcop45QZoS7lbAxNZShi6fiQgiWX14l7Yt64NeD+8ta46aIowwncArnEMAVNOAOmtACBmN4hld485T34r17H4vWklfMHMMfeJ8/IS2OSA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rx/s5aCvXUP35GpplwAkBrTmD4o=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NJlmyu3fszgnhyF+wsVDE1j9k579xL7lCEx8MPN6bYWZelEhh0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2zg1jLdYLGPTiajlUmjeQoGSdxLDqYokf4wmt7n/+MSNFbF+wGnCQ0VHWgwFo5hLPaRpv1rz6/4cZJUEBalBgWa/+tUbxCxVXCOT1Npu4CcYZtSgYJLPKr3U8oSyCR3xrqOaKm7DbH7rjJw5ZUCGsXGlkczV3xMZVdZOVeQ6FcWxXfZy8T+vm+LwOsyETlLkmi0WDVNJMCb542QgDGcop45QZoS7lbAxNZShi6fiQgiWX14l7Yt64NeD+8ta46aIowwncArnEMAVNOAOmtACBmN4hld485T34r17H4vWklfMHMMfeJ8/IS2OSA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rx/s5aCvXUP35GpplwAkBrTmD4o=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NJlmyu3fszgnhyF+wsVDE1j9k579xL7lCEx8MPN6bYWZelEhh0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2zg1jLdYLGPTiajlUmjeQoGSdxLDqYokf4wmt7n/+MSNFbF+wGnCQ0VHWgwFo5hLPaRpv1rz6/4cZJUEBalBgWa/+tUbxCxVXCOT1Npu4CcYZtSgYJLPKr3U8oSyCR3xrqOaKm7DbH7rjJw5ZUCGsXGlkczV3xMZVdZOVeQ6FcWxXfZy8T+vm+LwOsyETlLkmi0WDVNJMCb542QgDGcop45QZoS7lbAxNZShi6fiQgiWX14l7Yt64NeD+8ta46aIowwncArnEMAVNOAOmtACBmN4hld485T34r17H4vWklfMHMMfeJ8/IS2OSA==</latexit>

t+j
<latexit sha1_base64="fStgsAYbp0YDRcsrciiubf0iMvo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWMG2hjWWz3bRrN5uwOxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4btx8HbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gYZJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyHNxO/+cS1EYm6x1HKg5j2lYgEo2glH7uPD2fdcsWtulOQZeLNSQXmqHfLX51ewrKYK2SSGtP23BSDnGoUTPJxqZMZnlI2pH3etlTRmJsgnx47JidW6ZEo0bYUkqn6eyKnsTGjOLSdMcWBWfQm4n9eO8PoKsiFSjPkis0WRZkkmJDJ56QnNGcoR5ZQpoW9lbAB1ZShzadkQ/AWX14mjfOq51a9u4tK7XoeRxGO4BhOwYNLqMEt1MEHBgKe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6y14MxnDuEPnM8feFmOcg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fStgsAYbp0YDRcsrciiubf0iMvo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWMG2hjWWz3bRrN5uwOxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4btx8HbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gYZJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyHNxO/+cS1EYm6x1HKg5j2lYgEo2glH7uPD2fdcsWtulOQZeLNSQXmqHfLX51ewrKYK2SSGtP23BSDnGoUTPJxqZMZnlI2pH3etlTRmJsgnx47JidW6ZEo0bYUkqn6eyKnsTGjOLSdMcWBWfQm4n9eO8PoKsiFSjPkis0WRZkkmJDJ56QnNGcoR5ZQpoW9lbAB1ZShzadkQ/AWX14mjfOq51a9u4tK7XoeRxGO4BhOwYNLqMEt1MEHBgKe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6y14MxnDuEPnM8feFmOcg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fStgsAYbp0YDRcsrciiubf0iMvo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWMG2hjWWz3bRrN5uwOxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4btx8HbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gYZJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyHNxO/+cS1EYm6x1HKg5j2lYgEo2glH7uPD2fdcsWtulOQZeLNSQXmqHfLX51ewrKYK2SSGtP23BSDnGoUTPJxqZMZnlI2pH3etlTRmJsgnx47JidW6ZEo0bYUkqn6eyKnsTGjOLSdMcWBWfQm4n9eO8PoKsiFSjPkis0WRZkkmJDJ56QnNGcoR5ZQpoW9lbAB1ZShzadkQ/AWX14mjfOq51a9u4tK7XoeRxGO4BhOwYNLqMEt1MEHBgKe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6y14MxnDuEPnM8feFmOcg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0q6Dn7MGF1vowuxXxgEsXGdg7yc=">AAAB4XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFEISScaNLwY3LCk5baMeSSTNtbCYzJHeEMvQZ3LhQxJdy59uY/iy09UDg45yE3HuiTEmLlH57pY3Nre2d8m5lr7p/cFg7qrZsmhsuAp6q1HQiZoWSWgQoUYlOZgRLIiXa0fh2lrefhbEy1Q84yUSYsKGWseQMnRVg/+nxol+r0wadi6yDv4Q6LNXs1756g5TnidDIFbO269MMw4IZlFyJaaWXW5ExPmZD0XWoWSJsWMyHnZIz5wxInBp3NJK5+/tFwRJrJ0nkbiYMR3Y1m5n/Zd0c4+uwkDrLUWi++CjOFcGUzDYnA2kERzVxwLiRblbCR8wwjq6fiivBX115HVqXDZ82/HsKZTiBUzgHH67gBu6gCQFwkPACb/Duae/V+1jUVfKWvR3DH3mfP1RZjRs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0q6Dn7MGF1vowuxXxgEsXGdg7yc=">AAAB4XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFEISScaNLwY3LCk5baMeSSTNtbCYzJHeEMvQZ3LhQxJdy59uY/iy09UDg45yE3HuiTEmLlH57pY3Nre2d8m5lr7p/cFg7qrZsmhsuAp6q1HQiZoWSWgQoUYlOZgRLIiXa0fh2lrefhbEy1Q84yUSYsKGWseQMnRVg/+nxol+r0wadi6yDv4Q6LNXs1756g5TnidDIFbO269MMw4IZlFyJaaWXW5ExPmZD0XWoWSJsWMyHnZIz5wxInBp3NJK5+/tFwRJrJ0nkbiYMR3Y1m5n/Zd0c4+uwkDrLUWi++CjOFcGUzDYnA2kERzVxwLiRblbCR8wwjq6fiivBX115HVqXDZ82/HsKZTiBUzgHH67gBu6gCQFwkPACb/Duae/V+1jUVfKWvR3DH3mfP1RZjRs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4JDdjqnv67fFIx4ZkkMzNBdfgBU=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkm86LHoxWMF0xbaWDbbTbt2swm7E6GE/gYvHhTx6g/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOThsmiTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrJx97jw3mvUnVr7gxkmXgFqUKBRq/y1e0nLIu5QiapMR3PTTHIqUbBJJ+Uu5nhKWUjOuAdSxWNuQny2bETcmqVPokSbUshmam/J3IaGzOOQ9sZUxyaRW8q/ud1MoyuglyoNEOu2HxRlEmCCZl+TvpCc4ZybAllWthbCRtSTRnafMo2BG/x5WXSvKh5bs27c6v16yKOEhzDCZyBB5dQh1togA8MBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PeeuKU8wcwR84nz93GY5u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fStgsAYbp0YDRcsrciiubf0iMvo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWMG2hjWWz3bRrN5uwOxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4btx8HbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gYZJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyHNxO/+cS1EYm6x1HKg5j2lYgEo2glH7uPD2fdcsWtulOQZeLNSQXmqHfLX51ewrKYK2SSGtP23BSDnGoUTPJxqZMZnlI2pH3etlTRmJsgnx47JidW6ZEo0bYUkqn6eyKnsTGjOLSdMcWBWfQm4n9eO8PoKsiFSjPkis0WRZkkmJDJ56QnNGcoR5ZQpoW9lbAB1ZShzadkQ/AWX14mjfOq51a9u4tK7XoeRxGO4BhOwYNLqMEt1MEHBgKe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6y14MxnDuEPnM8feFmOcg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fStgsAYbp0YDRcsrciiubf0iMvo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWMG2hjWWz3bRrN5uwOxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4btx8HbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gYZJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyHNxO/+cS1EYm6x1HKg5j2lYgEo2glH7uPD2fdcsWtulOQZeLNSQXmqHfLX51ewrKYK2SSGtP23BSDnGoUTPJxqZMZnlI2pH3etlTRmJsgnx47JidW6ZEo0bYUkqn6eyKnsTGjOLSdMcWBWfQm4n9eO8PoKsiFSjPkis0WRZkkmJDJ56QnNGcoR5ZQpoW9lbAB1ZShzadkQ/AWX14mjfOq51a9u4tK7XoeRxGO4BhOwYNLqMEt1MEHBgKe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6y14MxnDuEPnM8feFmOcg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fStgsAYbp0YDRcsrciiubf0iMvo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWMG2hjWWz3bRrN5uwOxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4btx8HbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gYZJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyHNxO/+cS1EYm6x1HKg5j2lYgEo2glH7uPD2fdcsWtulOQZeLNSQXmqHfLX51ewrKYK2SSGtP23BSDnGoUTPJxqZMZnlI2pH3etlTRmJsgnx47JidW6ZEo0bYUkqn6eyKnsTGjOLSdMcWBWfQm4n9eO8PoKsiFSjPkis0WRZkkmJDJ56QnNGcoR5ZQpoW9lbAB1ZShzadkQ/AWX14mjfOq51a9u4tK7XoeRxGO4BhOwYNLqMEt1MEHBgKe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6y14MxnDuEPnM8feFmOcg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fStgsAYbp0YDRcsrciiubf0iMvo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWMG2hjWWz3bRrN5uwOxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4btx8HbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gYZJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyHNxO/+cS1EYm6x1HKg5j2lYgEo2glH7uPD2fdcsWtulOQZeLNSQXmqHfLX51ewrKYK2SSGtP23BSDnGoUTPJxqZMZnlI2pH3etlTRmJsgnx47JidW6ZEo0bYUkqn6eyKnsTGjOLSdMcWBWfQm4n9eO8PoKsiFSjPkis0WRZkkmJDJ56QnNGcoR5ZQpoW9lbAB1ZShzadkQ/AWX14mjfOq51a9u4tK7XoeRxGO4BhOwYNLqMEt1MEHBgKe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6y14MxnDuEPnM8feFmOcg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fStgsAYbp0YDRcsrciiubf0iMvo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWMG2hjWWz3bRrN5uwOxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4btx8HbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gYZJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyHNxO/+cS1EYm6x1HKg5j2lYgEo2glH7uPD2fdcsWtulOQZeLNSQXmqHfLX51ewrKYK2SSGtP23BSDnGoUTPJxqZMZnlI2pH3etlTRmJsgnx47JidW6ZEo0bYUkqn6eyKnsTGjOLSdMcWBWfQm4n9eO8PoKsiFSjPkis0WRZkkmJDJ56QnNGcoR5ZQpoW9lbAB1ZShzadkQ/AWX14mjfOq51a9u4tK7XoeRxGO4BhOwYNLqMEt1MEHBgKe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6y14MxnDuEPnM8feFmOcg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fStgsAYbp0YDRcsrciiubf0iMvo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWMG2hjWWz3bRrN5uwOxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4btx8HbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gYZJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyHNxO/+cS1EYm6x1HKg5j2lYgEo2glH7uPD2fdcsWtulOQZeLNSQXmqHfLX51ewrKYK2SSGtP23BSDnGoUTPJxqZMZnlI2pH3etlTRmJsgnx47JidW6ZEo0bYUkqn6eyKnsTGjOLSdMcWBWfQm4n9eO8PoKsiFSjPkis0WRZkkmJDJ56QnNGcoR5ZQpoW9lbAB1ZShzadkQ/AWX14mjfOq51a9u4tK7XoeRxGO4BhOwYNLqMEt1MEHBgKe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6y14MxnDuEPnM8feFmOcg==</latexit>
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Figure 2: Schematic view of the time propagation of the ASTDHF scheme. See text for
the definition of the various quantities indicated in the figure.

The width Γ has to be large enough to catch all jumps occurring within the
time interval τ , but sufficiently small to deliver satisfying energy conservation
along the evolution with ASTDHF. The situation for these two parameters
is thus exactly the same as it was in STDHF. It was studied extensively in
this context and good working compromises had been found [36, 37]. These
are taken over for the present application in ASTDHF.

The third point, the selection of active space ℵ of configurations n, is
naturally specific to ASTDHF. One important new aspect is here that the
total energy Etot = E[ρ̂] ≡ E is computed from the common one-body density
operator ρ̂. There is also the energy En of state |Φn〉 for each member
of the ensemble which enters sensitively the jump probability (14). This
En(t) is not strictly conserved under propagation in the common ASTDHF
mean field ĥ, thus En(tj) 6= En(tj−1). This raises no principle problem
because what counts is to conserve the total energy E[ρ̂]. However, a proper
focusing En ≈ E[ρ̂] is necessary to keep the energy variance in the ensemble
low and such a focusing is also beneficial as it limits the size of the active
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ensemble ℵ. This is achieved by selecting in the Slater ensemble mapping
ρ̂ ⇒ D =

∑
nWnDn (see step 2 and Appendix A) only samples Dn whose

energy remains in a certain window:

|Etot − En| ≤ Γmap , Γmap & Γ . (20)

The choice of the value of Γmap very much depends on the system under study,
in particular on its density of states (see Sec. 3 for the numerical values used
in the reported results). A practical challenge is that the selection of the
ℵ Slater states has to be adapted dynamically along the evolution. Energy
En(t) is not strictly conserved and thus some of the n ∈ ℵ leave the allowance
band (20). In return, new configurations will enter and these have to be
found efficiently. Starting from one sample Dn, the most likely energetically
close configurations are the 2ph states m with respect to configuration n.
It occasionally happens that this selection of configurations is still too small
to allow a sufficient precise mapping ρ̂ ⇒ D. In that case, we extend the
search to 2ph states built on the already determined energetically compatible
2ph states and proceed in same fashion. Understandably, this dynamical re-
adjustment of the active configurations is the most expensive part in the
ASTDHF scheme.

2.7. Extended TDHF

The build-up and propagation of incoherent correlations is traditionally
handled in terms of a Quantum Boltzmann Equation (QBE) which we ex-
plain for completeness in Appendix C. ASTDHF can be considered as an
approximate solution to the QBE, still rather formidable. An even simpler
route to render the QBE manageable was proposed long ago [40], often used
under the name Extended TDHF (ETDHF). We keep the acronym ETDHF
although we use it here on the basis of TDLDA. The awful six-fold summa-
tion in the collision term of the QBE is reduced in ETDHF to just affordable
three-fold summation by simply ignoring the off-diagonal elements of the
one-body density matrices. This yields the diagonal collision term

Kνν′ = 2πδνν′
∑

βγδ

δ (εν + εβ − εγ − εδ)
∣∣vγδνβ

∣∣2 [nνnβ(1− nγ)(1− nδ)− (1− nν)(1− nβ)nγnδ] (21)

where the single particle energies εν are the eigenenergies of the natural
orbitals (ĥϕν = ενϕν) and vγδνβ are the matrix elements for the two-body
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residual interaction. This collision term is easy to implement and rather
inexpensive to use. It underestimates, however, the relaxation of the off-
diagonal terms of ρ̂. In the tests below, we will also compare (A)STDHF
with ETDHF to explore the range of validity for this latter approach.

2.8. Diagonal ASTDHF

By construction, ETDHF is much simpler than ASTDHF as it reduces
to a rate equation on occupation numbers only, thus neglecting any impact
from off-diagonal elements of the one-body density matrix. We recall that
ASTDHF manages to account for a great deal of these off-diagonal effects by
the unitary transformation (13) to a ph-diagonal basis, see step 3a in Sec. 2.5.
Off-diagonal contributions may still be small for low excitations energies
which was one argument in favor of ETDHF. If that reasoning applies, we
can also simplify ASTDHF by just omitting this transformation step 3a, an
approximation which we call here “diagonal ASTDHF” and which should
deliver a theory closer to ETDHF. This schemes works in natural-orbital
basis throughout. The omission of diagonalization and transformation for
each sample separately saves considerable computing expense. It is thus
worth checking and so we will complement the subsequent comparisons also
by diagonal ASTDHF.

3. Results

ASTDHF is an efficient approach to dynamical correlations which will
allow large-scale applications in realistic systems. However, in the following
applications, we aim at comparisons with STDHF which is the more de-
manding theory. This sets the limits and so we employ here the 1D model
mimicking a molecular system, as already used in [36, 37, 38].

3.1. The 1D model

The 1D molecular/cluster model is described by the following mean field
Hamiltonian (in x representation, using ~ = 1):

ĥ = − ∆

2m
+ Vext(x) + λ%(x)σ (22)

in which %(x) =
∑

ν wν |ϕν(x)|2 is the local density. This mean-field Hamil-
tonian can be derived from the following energy functional

E =
∑

ν

〈
ϕν

∣∣∣∣−
∆

2m
+ Vext(x)

∣∣∣∣ϕν
〉

+ λ

∫
dx

%(x)σ+1

σ + 1
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where V (x) stands for the external potential from nuclear/ionic field and the
term ∝ λ models a density functional for exchange and correlations. We
use λ = 68 eV a2

0 and σ = 2 a0 in the results presented below [38]. The
external potential Vext has been chosen as a Woods-Saxon profile, Vext(x) =
v0/[1 + exp((x − x0)/a)], where v0 = −68 eV, x0 = 15 a0, a = 2 a0 in most
cases [38]. We add to this potential an extra confining harmonic oscillator
(not explicitly written here) to install soft reflecting boundary conditions.
The aim of this work is to focus on thermalization effects, and these re-
flecting boundary conditions suppress the competition with ionization. As a
consequence, absolute values of energies are somewhat arbitrary. However,
we took care to keep the structure of s.p. spectrum “realistic”. We have also
explored other sets of parameters leading to different single particle spectra.
The results obtained with these other potentials were qualitatively similar
to those we present here, even if they may differ quantitatively. One case
will be discussed in Fig. 9 for completeness. There remains the residual
interaction V̂res entering the jump probabilities Eq. (B.4a) for STDHF and
Eq. (14a) for ASTDHF. It has been chosen as a simple zero-range interaction
Vres(x, x

′) = V1δ(x− x′) with V1 = 18.4 eV [38].
The considered test system has N = 9 physical particles. Without loss

of generality, we do not take into account spin effects here. Our working
space is thus composed of 9 hole levels and an arbitrary number of empty
levels, taken here as 14. The total size Ω of s.p. space (holes and particles)
is thus 23. We have checked that our results are stable when using larger
values of Ω and we will use variation of Ω as one means to estimate error
bars on the results, see Secs. 3.5 and 3.6. With the given model parameters,
the lowest orbital has an energy of −58.8 eV, the HOMO is at −43.0 eV and
the HOMO-LUMO gap is equal to 2.4 eV. It represents the lowest value of
the excitation energy accessible by a one-particle-one-hole (1ph) transition.
A sketch of the model system is shown in Fig. 3.

Finally, the initial excitation E∗ of the system is achieved by performing
at t = 0 a 1ph transition chosen from the ground state s.p. spectrum,
as in [36, 37, 38]. The various choices of the 1ph transitions deliver all
the different values of excitation energy E∗ in this survey (we have also
checked delivering excitation energy E∗ via 2ph excitations and they make
no significant difference for the present purposes).
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Figure 3: External potential Vext (red dashes), local electronic density (green thin curve),
and total potential Vext + λ(%)σ (blue thick curve) entering the mean-field Hamiltonian
(22) of the 1D model. The horizontal lines indicate the single-particle spectrum and the
black dots the 9 physical particles in the ground state.

3.2. Computational parameters

The coarse time step τ for evaluation of stochastic jumps has been varied
between 0.1 fs and 2 fs with no sizable effects. The default value used in
the following is τ = 0.242 fs, which is typical of cluster and molecular time
scales. The overall propagation time is typically 120 fs, more than enough
to reach asymptotic states in the energy range under consideration.

The size of the STDHF ensemble N is at least equal to 100, to ensure
valuable statistics in the target energy range at a computationally acceptable
cost. Larger and larger values of N become compulsory when decreasing the
excitation energy. We have tested different values up to N = 500 for the
results presented in Secs. 3.5 and 3.6, and use this variation also to estimate
error bars on the STDHF results. Increasing N is problematic in STDHF
because a sizable fraction of computation time is eaten up in pure mean field
propagation. This is precisely the point where ASTDHF gains significant
computation time because it has to propagate only one common mean field.
The expense for evaluating the stochastic jumps depends on the size ℵ of
the instantaneous ensemble of Slater states in ASTDHF. In practice, we use
ℵ = 100. Mind that this does not mean that, from one coarse time step to the
other, the same ℵ Slater states are used in the ASTDHF scheme. Instead,
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in step 2 of Sec. 2.5, we update the Slater states for the Slater ensemble
mapping ρ̂ ⇒ D while keeping a total number of ℵ states. The details of
this procedure is presented in Appendix A. For dynamics at short times
in which the freshly excited system is far from equilibrium, there are many
replacements of Slater states from one coarse time step to the other. At later
times, when thermalization has set in, small update, or even no update at
all, occurs and one can keep almost the same ensemble from one time step
to the next.

As compared to a mere mean field propagation, the cost of ASTDHF
mostly lies in the Slater ensemble mapping, plus a marginal contribution
from the evaluation of correlations via STDHF instantaneous steps. This
strongly differs from pure STDHF propagation in which most computation
time is spent in the mean field evolution of each member of the ensemble. We
perfomed systematic studies of the actual cost of ASTDHF and found that,
all in all, we reach computations times 5–10 more expensive than pure mean
field propagation. This has to be compared with a STDHF dynamics costing
at least N times a mean field propagation. This means that ASTDHF is at
least one order of magnitude faster than STDHF.

As already discussed in Sec. 2.6, there are two model parameters related
to energy conservation, or energy uncertainty respectively. The first one is
the width Γ in the energy-conserving δ function in the jump probability, see
Eqs. (14a) or (B.4a). A finite width Γ is required to capture all level crossings
occurring in a discrete spectrum within the coarse time step τ . Too large Γ,
however, spoils energy conservation. A good compromise is Γ = 1.63 eV and
has been used in all computations. It delivers energy conservation within
0.3 % both in STDHF and ASTDHF.

The second energy parameter is Γmap used in ASTDHF to confine the pre-
selection of Slater states in the ensemble for the Slater ensemble mapping (see
Sec. 2.6 and Appendix A). We have varied it in the range 1.4 to 12.2 eV. This
is one more ingredient to the error bars on the ASTDHF computations shown
in Secs. 3.5 and 3.6. Too large Γmap allows us to easily attain conveniently
large ensembles for the Slater ensemble mapping from the one-body density
matrix ρ̂ to the N -body density matrix D, however at the price of large
energy violation. In turn, too small values can degrade the mapping. A good
working compromise was found with Γmap ' 5Γ = 8.2 eV. Mind that Γmap

only addresses the pre-selection of the ensemble from which 2ph transitions
are built. It does not affect the total energy conservation which is enforced
at any dissipative step by Γ to pick energetically allowed 2ph transitions,
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whence the global 0.3% energy conservation mentioned above.

3.3. Two-body densities

By construction, STDHF and ASTDHF deliver correlated density matri-
ces. This point was discussed at length in the case of STDHF in [37] and
we shall only recall the salient features here, including also the new case of
ASTDHF.

Let us start with STDHF. It provides an ensemble description of many-
body density matrices, see Eq. (9). The nice feature here is that any reduced
density matrix can be immediately evaluated because the correlated N -body
density is an incoherent sum of N -body densities of Slater states which are
explicitly known and easy to handle. Correlations emerge from the ensemble
average. We focus here on (correlated) one-body ρ̂ and two-body ρ̂2 density
matrices which can be immediately written as

ρ̂ =
1

N
N∑

α=1

ρ(α) (23)

ρ̂2 =
1

N
N∑

α=1

ρ
(α)
2 (24)

where the one-body density matrix ρ̂(α) of the Slater state D(α) is given as in
Eq. (5), and where ρ

(α)
2 for a Slater state simply reads, in coordinate space

representation:

ρ
(α)
2 (r1, r2; r′1, r

′
2) = ρ(α)(r1, r

′
1)ρ(α)(r2, r

′
2)− ρ(α)(r2, r11)ρ(α)(r1, r

′
2) . (25)

Note that we could as well compute higher order density matrices, again on
the basis of this simple Slater state construction. But we shall remain at the
second order here.

The situation in ASTDHF, although formally slightly different, is simi-
lar. The N -body density (10) is, again, an incoherent sum of Slater states,
however in different book-keeping and weighted by probabilities Wn. The
strategy to construct reduced density matrices is thus exactly the same as in
STDHF. For example, the two-body matrix reads:

ρ̂2 =
1

ℵ
ℵ∑

n=1

Wn ρ̂2,n (26)
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with ρ̂2,n expressed in Eq. (25) as a function of the “Slater” one-body density
matrices ρ̂n associated to each Dn, see Eq. (17).

A comparison between STDHF and ASTDHF two-body density matri-
ces is shown in Fig. 4. The two-body density depends on four coordinates
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Figure 4: Snapshots of the two-body density matrix ρ2(x, y;x, y) after initial excitation by
a 1ph transition delivering an excitation energy E∗ = 20.7 eV. Upper left panel: color-map
plot of full ρ2(x, y;x, y) at initial time (same for all approaches). Other panels : cut of ρ2
along y = R − x (see white line in upper left panel) for TDHF, STDHF, ASTDHF and
initial ρ2.

which is hard to represent. We consider only the part ρ2(x, y;x, y) which is
presented in full for initial time in the upper left panel. Even with such a
simplification, it is hard to visualize ρ2(x, y;x, y) as a function of time while
comparing various approaches. We thus restrict the representation to the
second diagonal ρ2(x,R− x;x,R− x), R being the box radius, as indicated
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by the white dotted line on the left upper panel, and show in the other
panels snapshots of this quantity at three different instants. We observe in
all three snapshots that ASTDHF and STDHF remain very close to each
other, showing a smoothing of the initial pattern as expected from dissipa-
tive mechanisms. Quite in contrast, pure mean field (TDHF) propagation
maintains the large fluctuations given initially due to lack of dissipation. The
most important point here is the remarkable similarity between STDHF and
ASTDHF. The fact that highly detailed quantities such as ρ̂2 are compara-
ble in both theories allows us to infer that any observable derived thereof
(typically through integration) will match even better because of the extra
average brought by a further integration of the quantities. We shall, never-
theless, present in the following a few such one-body observables in different
cuts to complement this picture.

3.4. Distribution of occupations and one-body entropy

The most compact description of the one-boy density operator ρ̂ is given
by the natural orbital representation (11) (it is, in fact, a central object in
ASTDHF). Key quantities therein are the single particle occupation numbers
wν because they carry the signature of thermalization. Dissipation should
drive them in the course of time evolution towards a Fermi-Dirac distribution,
characterizing thermal equilibrium at a finite temperature corresponding to
excitation energy. The left panel of Fig. 5 shows snapshots of the distribution
of wν along the time evolution following an initial 1ph initial excitation at
E∗ = 29.8 eV. The initial distribution (gray shaded boxes) shows the flat
occupations up to Fermi energy with a hole cut in between and this parti-
cle moved up to some higher lying s.p. state. The further snapshots show
the initial non-equilibrium sharp edged distribution which is progressively
smoothed and finally approaches equilibrium in form of a Fermi-Dirac dis-
tribution (thick dashed curve) as it should. The final distribution fits to a
Fermi energy εF = −40.8 eV and a temperature of T = 7.6 eV, that is 18.6%
of εF, confirming the thermalization of the system.

The way to equilibrium can be quantified by one number deduced from
the distribution of wν , the one-body entropy

S = −kB
∑

ν

[wν log(wν) + (1− wν) log(1− wν)] . (27)

The right panel of Fig. 5 shows the time evolution of S. Initially, it starts
from S = 0 which is obvious for a distribution with wν = 0 or 1. It increases
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Figure 5: Left: Snapshots of the distribution of occupation numbers wν as function of s.p.
energy propagated with ASTDHF after an initial 1ph excitation delivering an excitation
energy E∗ = 29.8 eV. The initial distribution is indicated as gray shaded boxes. The four
instants at which wν are shown are indicated by vertical dashed lines in the right panel.
The thick dashed curve corresponds to a fit of the final occupation number distribution by
a Fermi-Dirac distribution. Right: One-body entropy S(t) deduced from the distribution
of occupation with Eq. (27) for the same case (ASTDHF, excitation E∗ = 29.8 eV) as
shown in the left panel.

quickly and monotonously towards its maximum which is reached more or
less above ' 40 fs. Maximum entropy corresponds to thermal equilibrium
and so the present plot of S(t) demonstrates the thermalization and provides
an idea of the corresponding relaxation time which is of order 5 fs for the
given excitation energy, or temperature respectively.

3.5. Dependence of thermalization with excitation energy

The above results for one given excitation energy E∗ indicate that AST-
DHF is very close to STDHF. To check this further, we now consider different
initial 1ph transition thus varying E∗. We compare the time evolution of the
one-body entropy S defined in Eq. (27) since it constitutes a compact in-
dicator of relaxation and thermalization. Figure 6 compares the ASTDHF
entropy for four different E∗ with that computed from STDHF. The latter is
computed from the eigenvalues of the STDHF one-body density (23) injected
into Eq. (27) in place of the ων [36]. It is gratifying to see that ASTDHF
remains in all cases very close to STDHF. Not only the asymptotic values
are extremely close, thus corresponding to similar temperatures, but also
the whole evolution and with it the relaxation times associated to the path
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Figure 6: Time evolution of the one-body entropy S after excitation by an initial 1ph
transition, computed with ETDHF (dots), STDHF (dashes) and ASTDHF (full curves),
at four different excitation energies E∗ as indicated. The STDHF and ASTDHF results
are shown with error bands deduce from variation of algorithmic parameters Ω, τ , N , and
Γmap.

towards equilibrium. This is an important result showing that ASTDHF,
although simplified, remains a highly accurate method even at high E∗ for
which one my have expected that the fluctuations of the mean-field, ne-
glected in ASTDHF, might affect average properties. This has to be put into
perspective in connection with the present model which simulates systems
with a deep binding potential well. The result then holds for all such singly
connected, well bound electron clouds. However, one should remain aware
that there exist other situations prone to larger fluctuations as, e.g., multi-
centered molecules or fragmentation dynamics in which one should reach the
limits of ASTDHF.

The ASTDHF results in Fig. 6 are shown with error bars, indicated as
shaded areas. These are deduced from variation of numerical parameters
within reasonable ranges (see Sec. 3.2): the number Ω of states in the s.p.
basis, the coarse time step τ , and the pre-sampling width Γmap for ASTDHF
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or ensemble size N for STDHF and Slater ensemble size ℵ for the reverse
mapping. We note that, at the vertical scale chosen here, the error bars
on S(t) for ASTDHF are almost invisible, reflecting the high stability of this
scheme against the involved numerical parameters. STDHF produces visible,
still small, error bands. These are predominantly uncertainties from limited
sampling. The width of the error bands could be reduced by going to higher
N which, however, grows quickly very expensive.

Last, but not least, it is interesting to notice that, in general, the STDHF
entropy lies slightly below that of ASTDHF. We attribute this effect not to
a defect of ASTDHF but rather to a defect of STDHF to the extent that
STDHF by construction suffers from sampling accuracy, which is not the
case of ASTDHF. This defect is also reflected in the fact that the ASTDHF
curves are smoother than the STDHF ones.

As a next step, we extend the comparison of STDHF and ASTDHF to
ETDHF and diagonal ASTDHF (see Secs. 2.7 and 2.8). We remind that ET-
DHF, by construction, gets rid of the off-diagonal elements of the one-body
density matrix, while diagonal ASTDHF exclusively works in the natural
orbital basis, rendering the final diagonalization of the ASTDHF one-body
density matrix (see step 5) useless. Figure 7 compares the four schemes for
two different excitation energies. At low E∗ (left panel), all four approaches
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Figure 7: Comparison of the time evolution of the one-body entropy S computed by
four different methods, STDHF (blue dashes), ASTDHF (red full curves), ETDHF (green
dots) and diagonal ASTDHF (magenta dotted dashes), after an initial excitation by a 1ph
transition, at two different excitation energies E∗ as indicated.

compare very well. This is plausible because the smaller excitation energy
produces smaller off-diagonal elements of the one-body density. The situa-
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tion changes at higher E∗ (right panel) where one observes sizable differences
between ETDHF and ASTDHF/STDHF, which reflects the importance of
treating off-diagonal terms of the one-body density matrix properly. The
degraded version of ASTDHF, diagonal ASTDHF, interestingly enough lies
in between full ASTDHF and ETDHF. This again points out the key impor-
tance of off-diagonal effects neglected in ETDHF. An interesting side product
of this comparison, nevertheless, lies in the fact that ETDHF looks accept-
able at low excitation energy. However, a drawback remains: one does not
have access to an internal quality assessment of ETDHF. In other words, by
computing only at ETDHF level, it is hard to be sure that calculations are
correct.

3.6. Asymptotic entropy

In order to show trends with E∗ systematically, we look at the asymptotic
entropy S∞ as a function of the excitation energy E∗ as an even more compact
way to compare the various approaches. In a Fermi gas at finite (small)
temperature T , it is well known that entropy and excitation energy scale with
temperature as E∗ ∝ T 2, S∞ ∝ T , thus S2

∞ ∝ E∗ [18]. In previous works, we
have already checked that both STDHF [37] and ASTDHF [38] reproduce this
scaling. We now extend the comparison to ETDHF and diagonal ASTDHF.

Results are shown in Fig. 8, including error bands as in Figs. 6 and 7.
They confirm a close to perfect proportionality between S2 and E∗ in the case
of STDHF and ASTDHF. In addition, both stay very close to each other over
the whole range of excitation energy explored here. ETDHF and diagonal
ASTDHF also start with good reproduction of the trend at low energies,
but soon deviate and continue with fluctuations, not even a monotonous
trend. The reasons for these fluctuations in S2

∞(E∗) are not clear and it
would require further inspection to find them out. At the moment, we can
safely conclude that there is a range of validity for ETDHF, although a rather
limited one.

To end this discussion, we consider slight variations of the model concern-
ing energetics and spectral density. To do so, we modify the parameters of
the external potential Vext to v0 = 54.4 eV, x0 = 25 a0 and a = 10 a0. This set
delivers a denser spectrum: while the average energy separation in potential
1 is about 2 eV, in potential 2, it shrinks to 1 eV (see inset of Fig. 9 where
“potential 1” corresponds to the set of parameters used throughout this pa-
per and “potential 2” to the here modified set). Figure 9 shows S2

∞(E∗) for
this potential. The calculations with the modified potential were done with
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one choice of numerical parameters such that we do not dispose here of error
bands. We expect them to be similar to the standard case shown in Fig. 8.
The results in Fig. 9 also reproduce nicely the trend S2

∞ ∝ E∗. Here, we
even see that ETDHF stays valid to higher energies than in the previous
case. This shows that validity of the approaches depends not only on exci-
tation energy, but also on other circumstances as, e.g., spectral density. It is
advisable to check validity in new applications anew.

One may be disquieted by the difference between STDHF and ASTDHF
for energy 10–15 eV. It is probably a statistical fluctuation and stays in the
range of error bands seen in Fig. 8. For the same reasons on error bands, the
fact that ASTDHF is below or above STDHF has no sufficient significance.

4. Conclusions and perspectives

We have presented in this paper a new approach for describing dissipative
dynamics in finite fermion systems as encountered in a manifold of experi-
mental situations. The discussion was focused on finite electronic systems
for which many experiments are presently performed. Our approach is based
on an extension of mean-field theory by a stochastic treatment of two-body
collisions, coined Stochastic Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (STDHF). While
STDHF provides a powerful description at high excitation energies, it is lim-
ited at lower excitations by the increasing cost when sampling rare events.
To overcome this sampling problem, we confine the stochastic propagation
to one common mean field for all samples. This reduces the cost of mean-
field propagation dramatically and so allows, together with the now simpler
book-keeping, to deal with much larger ensembles. The dynamical correla-
tions are still evaluated by stochastic scan through two-body collisions. But
this is done at larger time steps than mean-field propagation. Together, this
typically saves between 1 and 2 orders of magnitude computation times as
compared to STDHF and costs in the present application example only a
factor 2-3 more than pure mean field propagation. The common mean field
is formally obtained by averaging. Thus the new approach is coined Average
STDHF (ASTDHF).

A large part of the present paper was devoted to a detailed presentation
ofASTDHF from a formal side. The other aim was a comparison with the
predecessor theory STDHF and the still simpler extended TDHF (ETDHF)
approach which accounts only for collisional effects on the occupation num-
bers (eigenvalues of the one-body density matrix assumed diagonal). As an
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intermediate approach, we also look at ASTDHF without off-diagonal terms,
denoted as diagonal ASTDHF. To allow extensive comparisons, we have
worked here with a 1D test system modeling a well bound cluster/molecule.
Remarkable agreement between ASTDHF and STDHF has been found up
to large excitation energies, at least twice the ionization potential. The sim-
pler ETDHF can also deliver good results, however with its range of validity
severely limited to lower energies. The diagonal ASTDHF is also found to be
limited to lower energies, although reaching a bit farther up than ETDHF.

In conclusion, the newly introduced ASTDHF approach represents a big
step forward in the description of dissipative dynamics in finite fermion sys-
tems. It promises affordable calculations for realistic, three dimensional sys-
tems in electronic and nuclear physics in situations where fluctuations of the
mean field can be expected to remain small. The next step to be explored are
open systems where dissipation and ionization are competing. Work along
that line is in progress.
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Appendix A. Mapping a one-body density operator to an AST-
DHF ensemble

The mapping from the many-body density D to the one-body density
operator ρ̂ is straightforward, as discussed at the end of Sec. 2.4. The reverse
mapping, called the Slater ensemble mapping, ρ̂ ⇒ D performed in Step 2
of Sec. 2.5 amounts to satisfy a relation between given s.p. occupations wν
and appropriate Wn in the representation (10), that is, wν =

∑
nWnnν . This

mapping is not unique and has only approximate solutions. This is performed
by a least squares fit minimizing

χ2 =
∑

ν

(
wν −

ℵ∑

n=1

nνWn

)2

+ η
∑

n

Wn
2 , (A.1)
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where η is some small positive numerical parameter. The minimization is
done with the constraint 0 ≤ Wn ≤ 1. The second term weighted by η serves
to prefer the solution with the most evenly distributed coefficients Wn. In
practice, one starts by picking ℵ Slater states from the reservoir to build χ2.
One then replaces one Slater state in the sums appearing in Eq. (A.1) by
another Slater state from the reservoir and tests if this produces a smaller
χ2. If yes, the replacement is validated and one keeps on testing new Slater
states from the reservoir until a threshold on χ2 (taken equal to 10−6 in our
calculations) is achieved. At the same time, in the course of this minimization
procedure on χ2, one starts with η = 1 and, at each step, reduces it by a
factor 16 down to η � 10−12.

A word is in place here concerning energy conservation. A key issue in
the Slater ensemble mapping is to preserve energy. The best working point
we have found up to now is not to include it via a Lagrange multiplier in a
variational principle in Eq. (A.1) but rather to directly work with a set of
Slater states which already have the right energy (again up to some accuracy).
This is what covers the notion of reservoir we have just mentioned. Now,
the question is how to constitute this reservoir of energy matching states.
There is no unique recipe to do so. We presently progressively build it by
constructing 2p2h transitions first on top of the initial state of the system and
then progressively from the reservoir of states themselves. This procedure has
the advantage of using the well established and energy preserving 2ph scheme
used to perform STDHF steps. In case of failure, namely if the procedure
fails to reach a reservoir of states large enough, it can be iterated (2ph states
built on top of 2ph states). Experience has shown that it is usually more
than enough.

Finding Wn corresponds to solving the non-negative least square (NNLS)
problem. There are many algorithms available to do that. We have modified
the sequential coordinate-wise algorithm from [43] for the NNLS problem to
include the term ∝ η. This algorithm has been chosen because it is easy to
modify and to implement. It is also expected to be efficient when the number
of Wn is a much larger than the number of wν which is precisely the case
we are facing. Since this algorithm is gradient-descent-based, it allows us to
use a previous calculation as a starting point. This property is used in our
calculations and this is why we store the Wn from the previous ASTDHF
step, see Steps 2 and 4 of the ASTDHF scheme discussed in Sec. 2.5.
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Appendix B. Formal summary of STDHF

The STDHF scheme is explained briefly in Sec. 2.3. We complement here
more details, referring to steps in the enumerated list in this section.

Appendix B.1. Evolution of correlations

Step 1 deals with the built-up of correlations. For a given pure Slater state
D(α)(t0), we evaluate two-body correlations on top of the TDHF evolution
over a finite time span τ = t− t0 long enough to gather a sufficient amount
of correlations and short enough to keep mean field as leading component
(thus allowing a perturbative treatment). The correlations are expanded in
the various configurations n of single particle (s.p.) states to ĥ(α), i.e.

|Ψ(α)(t)〉 =
∑

n

|Φ(α)
n (t)〉c(α)

n (t) , |Φ(α)
n (t)〉 = U (α)(t, t0)|Φ(α)

n (t0)〉 (B.1)

where the Slater states are propagated by the mean field evolution operator
U (α) while the c

(α)
n (t) account for effects beyond mean field. Note that n does

also depend on α but for the sake of compactness, we omit the upper script
α for n in the following. This yields the correlated N -body density:

D(α)(t) =
∑

n,n′

|Φ(α)
n (t)〉 c(α)

n (t) c
(α)∗
n′ (t) 〈Φ(α)

n′ (t)| . (B.2)

Appendix B.2. Reduction to an incoherent superposition

In step 2, Eq. (B.2) is reduced to an incoherent superposition of Slater
states as:

D(α)(t) ≈
∑

n

P (α)
n0→n D

(α)
n (t) , P (α)

n0→n =
∣∣c(α)

n (t)
∣∣2 , (B.3)

by assuming that off-diagonal elements are wiped out by their fast phase
oscillations [16].

The coefficients c
(α)
n (t) are propagated by first order time-dependent per-

turbation theory, which means that c
(α)
n (t) is of order of 〈Φ(α)

n |V̂ (α)
res |Φ(α)

n0 〉.
The residual interaction V̂

(α)
res depends on α to comply with the splitting of

the total Hamiltonian into the mean field ĥ(α) and its associated residual
interaction. This two-body interaction can thus only couple configurations n
which are 2ph excitations with respect to the initial n0, i.e. n ∈ J2ph(n) in
the notation of Sec. 2.2. Integrating out the |cn(t)|2 finally yields an explicit
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expression for the transition probabilities in terms of a Fermi’s golden rule
[34]:

P (α)
n0→n =

2πτ

~

∣∣∣〈Φ(α)
n |V̂ (α)

res |Φ(α)
n0
〉
∣∣∣
2

δ(E(α)
n − E(α)

n0
)Θ (n ∈ J2ph(n0)) (B.4a)

P (α)
n0→n0

= 1−
∑

n∈J2ph(n0)

P (α)
n0→n (B.4b)

where Θ(n ∈ J2ph(n0)) limits the jumps to 2ph configurations about n0.
In the usual case of weak residual interaction, the energy difference can be
approximated by the s.p. energies of the transition states

δ(E(α)
n − E(α)

n0
) ≈ δ(εp1 + εp2 − εh1 − εh2) (B.4c)

where pi are the two states which are occupied after the jump and the hi those
which are depleted. We actually use this approximate form only as a filter
to preselect potentially energy conserving transitions. The energies of the
thus preselected transitions are then explicitly computed. The δ function
on energies has in practice a finite width Γ due to a finite sampling time
τ . At the same time, a finite width is necessary to allow application of
Eq. (B.4) in connection with a discrete energy spectrum. The actual choice
of Γ is a compromise: it has to be large enough to smooth sampling of jumps
and sufficiently small to maintain satisfying energy conservation. In fact,
this means energy conservation in the average because E

(α)
n and E

(α)
n0 are

the expectation values for their corresponding states which, being mean-field
states, carry some energy uncertainty. For the results presented in Sec. 3, we
have used Γ = 1.63 eV.

The transition probability (B.4a), often with approximation (B.4c), is
more involved than it looks at first glance: it is not fully defined. The
initial Slater state Dn0 is invariant against unitary transformations among
the occupied s.p. states, i.e. among all ν with nν = 1. There is also the
freedom of unitary transformations among the unoccupied states, all ν with
nν = 0. The standard derivations of Fermi’s golden rule rely on a stationary
mean field and the εν are naturally the eigenstates of the static Hamiltonian
[42]. We here develop the perturbation theory about a time-dependent mean
field where the occupied states are not fully compatible with the eigenstates
of the actual mean-field Hamiltonian. All s.p. states acquire unavoidably
some energy variance. What we still can do is to ask for s.p. states closest
to eigenstates. And these are the s.p. states which have minimal energy
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variance. This is now the place where we must exploit the freedom of unitary
transformations (within occupied space and unoccupied space separately) to
achieve minimal energy variance of the s.p. states. We thus perform a basis
transformation:

ϕ
(α)
hk

(t) =
N∑

k′=1

u
(α)
hkhk′

ϕ̃
(α)
hk′

(t) , ϕ(α)
pl

(t) =
Ω−N∑

l′=1

u(α)
plpl′

ϕ̃(α)
pl′

(t) (B.5)

hk stands for occupied states and pk for unoccupied ones, the ϕ̃
(α)
ν are the

s.p. basis before and the ϕ
(α)
ν the basis after the transformation, and the u(α)

matrix composes unitary matrices which diagonalize the mean-field Hamil-
tonian ĥ(α) in occupied and unoccupied subspaces, thus minimizing energy
uncertainty for the new s.p. states. Only having done this, we can go ahead
and evaluate the jumps which is also a tedious process. After all, this step 2
turns out to be the most involved one in the STDHF scheme.

Appendix B.3. Sketch of the procedure
Thus far, we have explained one STDHF step. The full propagation

consists in connecting a great set of such steps which are, in fact, coarse time
steps tj−1 −→ tj = tj−1+τ . The mean-field propagation involves much higher
virtual frequencies and has to be determined with much higher resolution.
The coarse step τ covers typically 50–100 TDHF time steps summarized
in the time-evolution operator U (α) in Eq. (B.1). The STDHF scheme is
sketched in Fig. B.10.

Each column corresponds to one sample α with α ∈ [1,N ]. The thick ver-
tical lines indicate pure mean-field time propagation between STDHF jumps.
Starting from Slater state D(α)(tj−1), we denote by D̃(α)(tj) the correspond-
ing time-propagated state from tj−1 to tj. The horizontal dashes indicate
the coarse time steps at which the STDHF jumps are evaluated. To better
visualize the unfolding of correlations, we have expanded the infinitesimal
interval [tj, t

+
j ]. The dashed green lines in this span indicate the sub-samples

generated by second order perturbation theory (steps 1 and 2 described in Ap-
pendix B.1 and Appendix B.2). One of these is drawn as a full red line. This
is the sample which is finally selected for further propagation in step 3. This
illustrates the key features of STDHF: constant size of ensembles, temporary
unfolding of sub-ensembles covering new correlations, stochastic selection of
one sample in each sub-ensemble for further propagation. The procedure
converges to the exact incoherent propagation in case of an arbitrarily large
ensemble.
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tj+1
<latexit sha1_base64="8EzM/SDhwIJLQ9+dcelgVpYdFa0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoiBT0WvXisYD+gDWWz3bRrN5uwOxFK6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRy8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA8nYwvp357SeujYjVA04S7kd0qEQoGEUrtbGfPV5403654lbdOcgq8XJSgRyNfvmrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzc6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvudDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrQJlWwI3vLLq6R1WfXcqndfq9Rv8jiKcAKncA4eXEEd7qABTWAwhmd4hTcncV6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wf6E49R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8EzM/SDhwIJLQ9+dcelgVpYdFa0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoiBT0WvXisYD+gDWWz3bRrN5uwOxFK6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRy8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA8nYwvp357SeujYjVA04S7kd0qEQoGEUrtbGfPV5403654lbdOcgq8XJSgRyNfvmrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzc6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvudDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrQJlWwI3vLLq6R1WfXcqndfq9Rv8jiKcAKncA4eXEEd7qABTWAwhmd4hTcncV6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wf6E49R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8EzM/SDhwIJLQ9+dcelgVpYdFa0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoiBT0WvXisYD+gDWWz3bRrN5uwOxFK6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRy8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA8nYwvp357SeujYjVA04S7kd0qEQoGEUrtbGfPV5403654lbdOcgq8XJSgRyNfvmrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzc6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvudDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrQJlWwI3vLLq6R1WfXcqndfq9Rv8jiKcAKncA4eXEEd7qABTWAwhmd4hTcncV6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wf6E49R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8EzM/SDhwIJLQ9+dcelgVpYdFa0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoiBT0WvXisYD+gDWWz3bRrN5uwOxFK6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRy8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA8nYwvp357SeujYjVA04S7kd0qEQoGEUrtbGfPV5403654lbdOcgq8XJSgRyNfvmrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzc6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvudDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrQJlWwI3vLLq6R1WfXcqndfq9Rv8jiKcAKncA4eXEEd7qABTWAwhmd4hTcncV6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wf6E49R</latexit>

tj+1
+

<latexit sha1_base64="Jsoh1tW4SpU8cwAseQOv6XfZa1Q=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSIIhZKIoMeiF48V7AeksWy2m3btZjfsToQS8jO8eFDEq7/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBHcgOt+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eCwbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrAQfBuolmJA4F64Tjm6nfeWLacCXvYZKwICZDySNOCVjJz6CfPda8PH+o9StVt+7OgJeJV5AqKtDsV756A0XTmEmgghjje24CQUY0cCpYXu6lhiWEjsmQ+ZZKEjMTZLOTc3xqlQGOlLYlAc/U3xMZiY2ZxKHtjAmMzKI3Ff/z/BSiqyDjMkmBSTpfFKUCg8LT//GAa0ZBTCwhVHN7K6YjogkFm1LZhuAtvrxM2ud1z617dxfVxnURRwkdoxN0hjx0iRroFjVRC1Gk0DN6RW8OOC/Ou/Mxb11xipkj9AfO5w/jaZD6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jsoh1tW4SpU8cwAseQOv6XfZa1Q=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSIIhZKIoMeiF48V7AeksWy2m3btZjfsToQS8jO8eFDEq7/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBHcgOt+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eCwbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrAQfBuolmJA4F64Tjm6nfeWLacCXvYZKwICZDySNOCVjJz6CfPda8PH+o9StVt+7OgJeJV5AqKtDsV756A0XTmEmgghjje24CQUY0cCpYXu6lhiWEjsmQ+ZZKEjMTZLOTc3xqlQGOlLYlAc/U3xMZiY2ZxKHtjAmMzKI3Ff/z/BSiqyDjMkmBSTpfFKUCg8LT//GAa0ZBTCwhVHN7K6YjogkFm1LZhuAtvrxM2ud1z617dxfVxnURRwkdoxN0hjx0iRroFjVRC1Gk0DN6RW8OOC/Ou/Mxb11xipkj9AfO5w/jaZD6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jsoh1tW4SpU8cwAseQOv6XfZa1Q=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSIIhZKIoMeiF48V7AeksWy2m3btZjfsToQS8jO8eFDEq7/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBHcgOt+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eCwbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrAQfBuolmJA4F64Tjm6nfeWLacCXvYZKwICZDySNOCVjJz6CfPda8PH+o9StVt+7OgJeJV5AqKtDsV756A0XTmEmgghjje24CQUY0cCpYXu6lhiWEjsmQ+ZZKEjMTZLOTc3xqlQGOlLYlAc/U3xMZiY2ZxKHtjAmMzKI3Ff/z/BSiqyDjMkmBSTpfFKUCg8LT//GAa0ZBTCwhVHN7K6YjogkFm1LZhuAtvrxM2ud1z617dxfVxnURRwkdoxN0hjx0iRroFjVRC1Gk0DN6RW8OOC/Ou/Mxb11xipkj9AfO5w/jaZD6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jsoh1tW4SpU8cwAseQOv6XfZa1Q=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSIIhZKIoMeiF48V7AeksWy2m3btZjfsToQS8jO8eFDEq7/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBHcgOt+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eCwbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrAQfBuolmJA4F64Tjm6nfeWLacCXvYZKwICZDySNOCVjJz6CfPda8PH+o9StVt+7OgJeJV5AqKtDsV756A0XTmEmgghjje24CQUY0cCpYXu6lhiWEjsmQ+ZZKEjMTZLOTc3xqlQGOlLYlAc/U3xMZiY2ZxKHtjAmMzKI3Ff/z/BSiqyDjMkmBSTpfFKUCg8LT//GAa0ZBTCwhVHN7K6YjogkFm1LZhuAtvrxM2ud1z617dxfVxnURRwkdoxN0hjx0iRroFjVRC1Gk0DN6RW8OOC/Ou/Mxb11xipkj9AfO5w/jaZD6</latexit>

tj+2
<latexit sha1_base64="RJqYQHZ/xNsMTklFRDByBpDOq6Q=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWsB/SlrLZbtq1m03YnQgl5Fd48aCIV3+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiyFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaaJEM95gkYx026eGS6F4AwVK3o41p6Evecsf30z91hPXRkTqHicx74V0qEQgGEUrPaTYTx/PzrOsX664VXcGsky8nFQgR71f/uoOIpaEXCGT1JiO58bYS6lGwSTPSt3E8JiyMR3yjqWKhtz00tnBGTmxyoAEkbalkMzU3xMpDY2ZhL7tDCmOzKI3Ff/zOgkGV71UqDhBrth8UZBIghGZfk8GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2oxKNgRv8eVl0jyvem7Vu7uo1K7zOIpwBMdwCh5cQg1uoQ4NYBDCM7zCm6OdF+fd+Zi3Fpx85hD+wPn8AcPikF4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RJqYQHZ/xNsMTklFRDByBpDOq6Q=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWsB/SlrLZbtq1m03YnQgl5Fd48aCIV3+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiyFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaaJEM95gkYx026eGS6F4AwVK3o41p6Evecsf30z91hPXRkTqHicx74V0qEQgGEUrPaTYTx/PzrOsX664VXcGsky8nFQgR71f/uoOIpaEXCGT1JiO58bYS6lGwSTPSt3E8JiyMR3yjqWKhtz00tnBGTmxyoAEkbalkMzU3xMpDY2ZhL7tDCmOzKI3Ff/zOgkGV71UqDhBrth8UZBIghGZfk8GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2oxKNgRv8eVl0jyvem7Vu7uo1K7zOIpwBMdwCh5cQg1uoQ4NYBDCM7zCm6OdF+fd+Zi3Fpx85hD+wPn8AcPikF4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RJqYQHZ/xNsMTklFRDByBpDOq6Q=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWsB/SlrLZbtq1m03YnQgl5Fd48aCIV3+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiyFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaaJEM95gkYx026eGS6F4AwVK3o41p6Evecsf30z91hPXRkTqHicx74V0qEQgGEUrPaTYTx/PzrOsX664VXcGsky8nFQgR71f/uoOIpaEXCGT1JiO58bYS6lGwSTPSt3E8JiyMR3yjqWKhtz00tnBGTmxyoAEkbalkMzU3xMpDY2ZhL7tDCmOzKI3Ff/zOgkGV71UqDhBrth8UZBIghGZfk8GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2oxKNgRv8eVl0jyvem7Vu7uo1K7zOIpwBMdwCh5cQg1uoQ4NYBDCM7zCm6OdF+fd+Zi3Fpx85hD+wPn8AcPikF4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RJqYQHZ/xNsMTklFRDByBpDOq6Q=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWsB/SlrLZbtq1m03YnQgl5Fd48aCIV3+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiyFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaaJEM95gkYx026eGS6F4AwVK3o41p6Evecsf30z91hPXRkTqHicx74V0qEQgGEUrPaTYTx/PzrOsX664VXcGsky8nFQgR71f/uoOIpaEXCGT1JiO58bYS6lGwSTPSt3E8JiyMR3yjqWKhtz00tnBGTmxyoAEkbalkMzU3xMpDY2ZhL7tDCmOzKI3Ff/zOgkGV71UqDhBrth8UZBIghGZfk8GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2oxKNgRv8eVl0jyvem7Vu7uo1K7zOIpwBMdwCh5cQg1uoQ4NYBDCM7zCm6OdF+fd+Zi3Fpx85hD+wPn8AcPikF4=</latexit>

time propagation
<latexit sha1_base64="DwlMVQ3kQlY70HPYb3QUCRk4UdE=">AAACAHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfqxYWNoNBsAq7ImgZtLGMYB6QLGF2MkmGzIuZWTEs2/grNhaK2PoZdv6Nk80WmnjgwuGce7n3nlgxamwQfHulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3z98/aBmZaEyaWDKpOzEyhFFBmpZaRjpKE8RjRtrx5Gbmtx+INlSKeztVJOJoJOiQYmSd1PePejyWj6mlnEClpUKj3Mj6fjWoBTngMgkLUgUFGn3/qzeQOOFEWMyQMd0wUDZKkbYUM5JVeokhCuEJGpGuowJxYqI0fyCDp04ZwKHUroSFufp7IkXcmCmPXSdHdmwWvZn4n9dN7PAqSqlQiSUCzxcNEwathLM04IBqgi2bOoKwpu5WiMdII2xdZhUXQrj48jJpndfCoBbeXVTr10UcZXAMTsAZCMElqINb0ABNgEEGnsErePOevBfv3fuYt5a8YuYQ/IH3+QOgPZcO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DwlMVQ3kQlY70HPYb3QUCRk4UdE=">AAACAHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfqxYWNoNBsAq7ImgZtLGMYB6QLGF2MkmGzIuZWTEs2/grNhaK2PoZdv6Nk80WmnjgwuGce7n3nlgxamwQfHulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3z98/aBmZaEyaWDKpOzEyhFFBmpZaRjpKE8RjRtrx5Gbmtx+INlSKeztVJOJoJOiQYmSd1PePejyWj6mlnEClpUKj3Mj6fjWoBTngMgkLUgUFGn3/qzeQOOFEWMyQMd0wUDZKkbYUM5JVeokhCuEJGpGuowJxYqI0fyCDp04ZwKHUroSFufp7IkXcmCmPXSdHdmwWvZn4n9dN7PAqSqlQiSUCzxcNEwathLM04IBqgi2bOoKwpu5WiMdII2xdZhUXQrj48jJpndfCoBbeXVTr10UcZXAMTsAZCMElqINb0ABNgEEGnsErePOevBfv3fuYt5a8YuYQ/IH3+QOgPZcO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DwlMVQ3kQlY70HPYb3QUCRk4UdE=">AAACAHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfqxYWNoNBsAq7ImgZtLGMYB6QLGF2MkmGzIuZWTEs2/grNhaK2PoZdv6Nk80WmnjgwuGce7n3nlgxamwQfHulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3z98/aBmZaEyaWDKpOzEyhFFBmpZaRjpKE8RjRtrx5Gbmtx+INlSKeztVJOJoJOiQYmSd1PePejyWj6mlnEClpUKj3Mj6fjWoBTngMgkLUgUFGn3/qzeQOOFEWMyQMd0wUDZKkbYUM5JVeokhCuEJGpGuowJxYqI0fyCDp04ZwKHUroSFufp7IkXcmCmPXSdHdmwWvZn4n9dN7PAqSqlQiSUCzxcNEwathLM04IBqgi2bOoKwpu5WiMdII2xdZhUXQrj48jJpndfCoBbeXVTr10UcZXAMTsAZCMElqINb0ABNgEEGnsErePOevBfv3fuYt5a8YuYQ/IH3+QOgPZcO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DwlMVQ3kQlY70HPYb3QUCRk4UdE=">AAACAHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfqxYWNoNBsAq7ImgZtLGMYB6QLGF2MkmGzIuZWTEs2/grNhaK2PoZdv6Nk80WmnjgwuGce7n3nlgxamwQfHulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3z98/aBmZaEyaWDKpOzEyhFFBmpZaRjpKE8RjRtrx5Gbmtx+INlSKeztVJOJoJOiQYmSd1PePejyWj6mlnEClpUKj3Mj6fjWoBTngMgkLUgUFGn3/qzeQOOFEWMyQMd0wUDZKkbYUM5JVeokhCuEJGpGuowJxYqI0fyCDp04ZwKHUroSFufp7IkXcmCmPXSdHdmwWvZn4n9dN7PAqSqlQiSUCzxcNEwathLM04IBqgi2bOoKwpu5WiMdII2xdZhUXQrj48jJpndfCoBbeXVTr10UcZXAMTsAZCMElqINb0ABNgEEGnsErePOevBfv3fuYt5a8YuYQ/IH3+QOgPZcO</latexit>
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Figure B.10: Schematic illustration of the STDHF procedure. For explanations, see text.

Appendix C. The quantum-Boltzmann collision term

The traditional prototype kinetic equation is the Boltzmann equation
which is used for classical bulk systems [44]. The pure mean-field dynam-
ics for finite fermion systems is described by the much celebrated Vlasov
equation [45]. It is extended to a kinetic equation by adding a Boltzmann
collision term modified to respect the Pauli principle during collisions, yield-
ing the Vlasov-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (VUU) equation [46]. The VUU equation
deals with a common mean field as the Vlasov equation does. Extensions
which incorporate fluctuations of the mean field are summarized under the
label Boltzmann-Langevin equation (BLE), see e.g. [21]. An approximate
quantum-mechanical realization of the latter is achieved by STDHF as shown
in [34]. What remains is a quantum Boltzmann equation (QBE) as quan-
tum extension of VUU. This QBE is then the kinetic equation which should
correlate with ASTDHF similar as the BLE correlates with STDHF. In this
appendix, we will summarize briefly the QBE.

Pure mean-field propagation is solution of the one-body Liouville equa-
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tion, already outlined in Eq. (1),

i~∂tρ̂ =
[
ĥ, ρ̂
]

where ĥ[ρ̂] is the mean-field according to ρ̂. The occupation numbers are
frozen during mean-field propagation (as in Step 1 of Sec. 2.5). The one-
body Liouville equation is extended to a quantum kinetic equation by adding
a two-body collision term K̂ [47, 48]:

i~∂tρ̂ =
[
ĥ, ρ̂
]

+ K̂ , (C.1a)

Kνν′ = π
∑

αβ...γ′δ′

δ (εα+εβ−εγ−εδ)
{
δγν′vνδαβ ˜ραα′ρββ′vα′β′γ′δ′ ¯̃ργ′γ ρ̄δ′δ

−δγν′vνδαβ ¯̃ραα′ ρ̄ββ′vα′β′γ′δ′ ρ̃γ′γρδ′δ

−δανvγδν′β ˜ραα′ρββ′vα′β′γ′δ′ ¯̃ργ′γ ρ̄δ′δ

+δανvγδν′β ¯̃ραα′ ρ̄ββ′vα′β′γ′δ′ ρ̃γ′γρδ′δ

}
(C.1b)

ĥϕν = ενϕν , (C.1c)

˜ραα′ρββ′ = ραα′ρββ′ − ραβ′ρβα′ , ρ̄αα′ = δαα′ − ραα′ .

The interaction in the collision term is the residual interaction which is just
that part of the two-body interaction not accounted for in the mean field.
This means that it can only connect true 2ph transitions. Furthermore, it
is important to note that this collision term is formulated in the h-diagonal
basis of s.p. states which obey Eq. (C.1c). This is required to formulate
the energy conserving δ function in the expression and it implies that the
one-body density has non-vanishing off-diagonal elements in a typical off-
equilibrium situation.

Although this QBE looks formally straightforward, it is extremely cum-
bersome to evaluate because it involves a sixfold summation over the whole
space of s.p. states. To the best of our knowledge, it has not been applied so
far in realistic finite fermionic systems. What exists are applications in bulk
systems where translation symmetry helps to reduce the complexity [17, 18].
In this case, translation symmetry also serves to establish momentum con-
servation in the course of collisions. Instead, finite systems are localized in
space, and this spoils momentum conservation in collisions. There remains
only energy conservation and, also important to mention, conservation of
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particle number which is guaranteed by the compensation of gain and loss
terms.

The question remains to what extent ASTDHF simulates the QBE (C.1).
Without a solid proof, we sketch at least the idea here. In ASTDHF, the
one-body density is represented by an ensemble ρ̂ =

∑
nWnρ̂n which is the

one-body equivalent of Eq. (10). Each sample ρ̂n in the ensemble repre-
sents a pure one-body state and all states ρ̂n are defined with respect to
the same ortho-normal s.p. basis. The ensemble representation is inserted
into the QBE. The residual interaction in the collision term (C.1b) selects
automatically the 2ph transitions which reduces the terms to a collection
close to ASTDHF. One crucial approximation is now that ASTDHF does
not proceed to the exactly h-diagonal basis (C.1c), but restricts diagonal-
ization to the two sub-spaces of occupied and un-occupied states separately,
see Sec. 2.5, Step 3a in the ASTDHF scheme. This approximation renders
ASTDHF well manageable at the price of leaving some energy uncertainty in
the 2ph transitions as compared to the exact quantum collision term (C.1b).
The same approximation was already used in STDHF and tested successfully
in an exactly solvable model [49]. It turned out to well perform. We assume
that the same holds even more so in the moderate excitation regime typically
treated with ASTDHF.
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